April 16th: The World Voice Day
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Abstract
Although the voice is used as an everyday basis of speech, most people realize its importance only when a voice problem arises. Increasing public awareness of the importance of the voice and alertness to voice problems are the main goals of the World Voice Day, which is celebrated yearly on April 16th. The event started as a national initiative in Brazil in 1999 and quickly spread internationally. The article provides a brief history of the World Voice Day, together with basic background information.

Metaphorically, the voice is a window to the soul. The voice can reveal moods, age or illness. We can be charmed by someone’s voice; the voice can be used to calm, but also to provoke or scare. The ability of the voice to communicate emotions and to influence others in a positive or negative way is an important factor in today’s society, which relies on the voice as a working tool. Professional singers and teachers are prominent examples of people who owe their living to the voice, and so do also many other professions, such as actors, reporters, lawyers, auctioneers, phone assistants, etc. [1, 2]. The number of workers relying on human communication is increasing while the number of manual workers is decreasing [3]. In such a society, voice problems have an impact on people’s professional carriers and their quality of life [4–9].

The World Voice Day was established on April 16th with the main goals of increasing public awareness of the importance of the voice and alertness to voice problems. The event started in Brazil in 1999 as the Brazilian National Voice Day. It was the result of a mixed initiative of physicians, speech-language pathologists and singing teachers that belonged to the former association ‘Sociedade Brasileira de Laringologia e Voz – SBLV’ (Brazilian Society of Laryngology and Voice). This initiative was followed by other countries, such as Argentina and Portugal, and the Brazilian National Voice Day became the International Voice Day. In the United States, the American Academy of Otolaryngology – Head and Neck Surgery officially recognized this celebration in 2002 and in that year the event obtained the name ‘World Voice Day’ [10].

Written by the authors on behalf of the Voice Committee of the International Association of Logopedics and Phoniatrics.
Although the voice is used as an everyday basis of speech, most people realize its importance only when a voice problem arises. Often, these problems are only temporary, such as in case of hoarseness due to common cold, or due to vocal fatigue after an extensive period of talking. However, the problems may become chronic if the voice is abused or overused when vulnerable. The risk of voice damage is increased especially during upper respiratory infections [11]. It is important to prevent abusive vocal behavior that can lead to permanent voice damage. The voice results from vibration of the vocal folds, the structure of which is highly delicate and can be damaged [12, 13]. Blood vessels on the vocal folds may rupture during crying or during exceedingly loud vocalizations [11]. Normally, the wound is expected to heal spontaneously, but when the voice is being constantly used and the tissue of the vocal folds keeps being irritated, the healing processes are disturbed, leading to a development of pathology causing permanent voice change. If voice problems last more than three weeks, they may indicate developing laryngeal pathology and therefore should be examined by a specialist physician.

Besides voice awareness, the World Voice Day can be taken as a celebration of interdisciplinarity and interaction between arts and science. Vocal artists depend on their voice, and dealing with their voice problems requires excellent knowledge of the vocal apparatus and its functioning. Detailed understanding of the production and perception of the human voice benefits from an interdisciplinary approach. The voice is a topic of interest to otolaryngologists/phoniatricians, logopedists/speech pathologists, singing teachers, vocologists, acousticians, biomechanical engineers and many other specialists. Collaboration among specialists with a different background is of crucial importance for improving knowledge of the human voice and should be encouraged. An important role is played here by interdisciplinary societies such as the Voice Foundation or the International Association of Logopedics and Phoniatrics (IALP). There has been a considerable development towards interdisciplinarity over the last decades, which is reflected in several regularly organized interdisciplinary meetings on the subject of voice production, such as the Voice Foundation’s annual symposium ‘Care of the Professional Voice’ in Philadelphia, USA, the biennial Pan-European Voice Conference (PEVOC) or the biennial International Conference on Voice Physiology and Biomechanics (ICVPB). At these meetings, professionals with different backgrounds meet and discuss problems related to voice production. Growing numbers of participants at these conferences promise that interdisciplinary collaboration will contribute to a better understanding of voice production, as well as better treatment, management and care of voice.

Overall, the World Voice Day offers an opportunity to spread knowledge and increase public awareness of the human voice. Societies and institutes are encouraged to organize various types of related events, similar to those occurring in Brazil, such as media interviews, talk shows, public presentations, vocal counseling, voice screenings, laryngeal examinations, voice performances, etc. It is our hope that the World Voice Day will grow further and reflect the increasing importance of the human voice in today’s society and people’s quality of life.
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